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Dream of spring garden moves closer to reality

Remember that wish list you made earlier? Get it out. Take all those garden
and seed catalogues you’ve been setting aside and once again, make yourself
comfortable. Get a nice roaring fire going. Prop your feet up and get ready to
visualize your dream garden once more. You are going to move a step closer to
making it a reality.

Bearing in mind your list and plans, peruse the catalogues. Take those
sumptuous descriptions with a grain of salt. I make a tick mark against every
plant I desire and dog ear the page. For this moment, all is possible. In my
mind, my modest garden is Versailles. Once I’m done going through
everything, I revisit each marked plant and see if they are just as attractive the
second time around. Usually, only a few get eliminated.

Calculate the cost, always a shock

The next step is to calculate the cost. As plants should be bought in numbers
(usually odd numbers), the total cost always astounds. It is just cruel how the
numbers add up. However, this does the trick to get me to whittle down my
list. Now that reality has set in, I’m able to be more reasonable and select what
I truly adore and simply cannot let my garden be without.

Be certain that all your selections are appropriate for our zone. (We are in
Zone 6.) When selecting annuals, be sure that the growing season is long
enough. Naturally, consider other requirements like sun/shade, dry/moist,
height, width etc.
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Consider seeds, a cheap alternative

To keep costs down, as well as to obtain more unusual or lesser known varieties
of plants, seeds are a great way to go. You also get more plants. You must of
course have the time, conditions and space (and inclination) for seed
propagation. Remember you will need to as far as possible mimic the same
conditions that seeds require in nature.

I suggest you restrain your ambition if you have never grown from seed before.
Start small. Try just a couple types of seeds. As you do, you will learn more
about growing them. Over time you will be able to grow everything from seed.
Or, you will decide you are better off buying growing plants. Failures and
successes in gardening are all valuable lessons.

Draw a rough sketch of your dream garden

Finally, having made all your choices, review your garden plans. Draw a rough
sketch of the garden and put in the areas you will be planting. Existing beds,
new ones, etc. Having now satisfied yourself that all your choices will have a
good place to grow, fill out the order forms and send them out. Plants will be
shipped at the right planting time and seeds are sent right away.

This activity is immensely satisfying; for me, going online is just not the same.
Also, the websites of all the nurseries are not uniformly good. I do have friends
who choose and order this way. It is personal.
The other thing you can do is list the plants you want and then shop in the
local nurseries and garden centers when they become available. Bear in mind
that they cannot carry everything you see in catalogues.

Based on the number of different seeds you’ve ordered, determine how many
seed flats you need to make ready. As the Boy Scouts say “be prepared.”

I do so enjoy this stage of dreaming and planning. The hard work has not yet
begun. Failures have not revealed themselves and conditions for gardening are
ideal. Perfect. In my mind’s eye I can see this paradise. Can’t you?

Response to reader inquiry: How to prune wisteria to make it bloom

Wisteria is one of my favorite vines. It offers something all through the year,
making it a true four-season winner. The twisting, rope-like vines are positively
sculptural in winter. In leaf, the wisteria is the answer to a stunning canopy.
The seed pods hang like ornaments all through the autumn and well into
winter. But of course, the wisteria flowers are the show stoppers. Wisteria
dripping with pendulous pea-like flowers can take one’s breath away.
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In our climate, wisteria requires full sun, strong support and space for good air
circulation. Keep it protected in windy areas. Young plants need to be well
fertilized and watered. Once established, they do not need to be pampered.
There are some straightforward pruning techniques that enable good
flowering.

In early February, select a few strong side shoots to train horizontally and cut
all remaining shoots back to two buds from old wood. Repeat this process to
extend the spread of wisteria. New side shoots will grow from the horizontal
stems and these side shoots should in turn be cut back to two buds in mid to
late February.

After flowering, side shoots will start growing out and can be cut back close to
main stem. Do this two to three times in summer. If you fail to do this, then
your work next February will be intimidating! Occasionally, this practice
stimulates a second flowering.

Sometimes failure to flower can be due to the flower buds succumbing to the
intense cold. This would then indicate a need for some protection in the future.
To get an idea of how wisteria can look at various times of the year, Wave Hill
in the Bronx has some lovely specimens.
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